Omniscient / Observations Suite

Personas

Managing

Persona Types
Mei

Restaurant Entrepreneur
Independent Organic Restaurant
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Charlie

Regional Manager
Italian Chain Restaurant

Maria

Restaurant Manager
Italian Chain Restaurant
Restaurant Size
Independent

Colette

Barista
Independent Coffee Café

Tony

Working

Dario

Employee Role

Kitchen Manager
Italian Chain Restaurant

Server
Italian Chain Restaurant

Chain

Mei

With everything running
smoothly, Mei starts to focus
on marketing and promotions.

Mei adds a counter
specifically for pick-up
orders.

Mei uses Observations Suite
to discover that pick-up
orders are causing a backup
in the line.

Mei gets some bad reviews
from customers trying to
pick up food.

During busy times,
customers have to stand in
line to get their food.

Mei’s restaurant gets many
online and in-store orders.

Customer support walks Mei
through the setup process.

She researches options
online and signs up for
Observations Suite.

She asks other restauranteurs for advice to learn
about what tools they use.

Mei is excited but overwhelmed with her new
venture.
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Personas

Restaurant Entrepreneur, Independent Organic Restaurant
I know that a lot of people want food fast and on a budget, but that doesn’t mean that it needs to
be unhealthy. I provide my customers with great food based on natural ingredients and flavors from
the many places I’ve lived and traveled.”

Motivations

• to provide people with healthy, tasty food that’s fast
• to find the simplest business solutions so she can focus on her passion—the food

Journey
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Journey
Dario’s colleague’s
performance improves with
help from Dario’s notes.

Dario uses Observations Suite
to capture everything he
knows about their customers
for the other barista.

The owner sees performance
drop with the new barista and
discusses the situation with
Dario.

The new barista is terrible, but
Dario doesn’t want to complain
to the owner about it.

The owner of the café hires a
second full-time barista to help
Dario.

The business grows, and Dario
cannot handle all of the
customers by himself.

He recognizes regulars and ensures they all take advantage
of the loyalty program.

He regularly updates the menu
with new food selections and
seasonal drinks.

Dario has been working at a
small coffee café for years,
along with the owner and his
family.
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Dario

Personas

Barista, Independent Coffee Café
I’m naturally a very social person, so working as a barista is the perfect job for me. It’s a personal
mission to make everyone I meet laugh, or at least crack a smile. I also sell my ceramics in the café,
so it gives me an outlet for my art too.”

Motivations

• to make his customers smile, especially those he meets for the first time
• to find ways to be creative at work—from latte art to selling his ceramics
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Journey

Charlie

Charlie shares performance
and new growth goals at the
annual meeting of regional
managers.

Performance improves with
these large changes.

Charlie makes the hard
decision to close two locations
and to relocate two others.

Some of the locations are
seriously underperforming.

Charlie starts to see
performance figures.

Some locations are slower to
adapt than others.

He oversees the implementation of Observations Suite in
multiple restaurants.

He goes to a hospitality
convention and discovers
Omniscient.

He reviews the tools they use
and decides to try something
more innovative.

Charlie becomes a regional
manager.
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Regional Manager, Italian Chain Restaurant
I’ve worked very hard to get where I am, and I believe that my ambition will serve the chain well. I
am enthusiastic about the role that technology can play in helping us work smarter, not harder.”

Motivations

• to impress his boss with better performance numbers
• to be a leader in adopting technology that optimizes the business
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Journey
Maria’s social media efforts are
showcased by her regional
manager at a company meeting.

Social media fans and regular
customers get special rewards.

Customers post more photos of
food, and Maria captures fans in
the CRM system.

Maria looks at social media
trends and decides to improve
the way that food is being
presented.

Customers don’t engage as
much as Maria would like.

She discovers the social media
aspects of Observations Suite
and starts engaging with
customers.

A colleague from a different
location hears her and offers to
mentor her.

She complains about the new
system at the regional holiday
party.

She has to roll out Observations
Suite to replace the current
operations tool set.

Maria receives pressure from
regional management because
her location is underperforming.

Maria
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Restaurant Manager, Italian Chain Restaurant
I’ve worked in this restaurant since I was younger; my mother used to be a manager here too. So
this restaurant is like my family. I believe that customers are always right and that everything in the
restaurant should focus on keeping them happy.”

Motivations

• to have a popular restaurant—both in real life and on social media

• to be valued for her experience within her network
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Journey
After a week the system begins
to anticipate when ingredients
will run out and adjusts
quantities.

Colette orders new ingredients
as they run out.

The new menu uses new
ingredients, and the kitchen
runs out a few times in the first
week.

The restaurant changes to its
new seasonal menu.

She gets fewer orders sent
back because of the change in
behavior of the pastry chef.

She has a conversation with
the pastry chef.

Colette sees that the order
screen is hard to get to
because her pastry chef is in
the way.

Colette’s kitchen gets outfitted
with Observations Suite
sensors and cameras.

Colette is getting a lot of
complaints because the orders
are not right.

Colette
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Kitchen Manager, Italian Chain Restaurant
Food is my passion. Ever since I was a little kid, I knew I wanted to work in a kitchen. Succeeding
hasn’t been easy in a role usually dominated by men. Hard work, discipline, and a tough attitude
have been core to achieving my goals.”

Motivations

• to have a handle on everything happening in the kitchen
• to invent new recipes that please both customers and critics
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Journey
After working for a month,
Tony can see his improvement.

Tony asks what could have
been better and captures their
response in Observations
Suite.

The couple Tony moved away
from the door pays but doesn’t
leave much of a tip.

Tony sees that a regular has
booked a table for the next
night and makes sure they
have her favorite wine.

Two walk-ins request a table
and agree to sit in the colder
spot next to the door.

Tony moves the couple as soon
as another table opens up.

A couple requests that Tony
move them away from the
door where it’s too cold.

On his first busy night, Tony
struggles to remember
everything.

Tony completes a series of
training sessions to learn the
job and the tools.

Tony starts his new job as a
server at an Italian chain
restaurant.

Tony
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Server, Italian Chain Restaurant
I just started as a server here. I thought it would be pretty easy, but it turns out there’s so much to
remember if I want to do my job well. I think I’ll get there eventually, but right now I’m still making
a lot of mistakes.”

Motivations

• to learn how to do his job well so he doesn’t embarrass himself
• to make sure customers have a good experience so he gets tips
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